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Abstract This study investigates how food web

structures in aquatic microbial communities emerge

based on different mixotrophic life strategies. Unicel-

lular mixotrophic organisms that combine osmotrophy

and primary production with phagotrophy account for

significant amounts of primary production and bacte-

rivory in marine environments, yet mixotrophs are still

usually absent in large-scale biogeochemical models.

We here present for the first time a thorough analysis

of a food web model with a finely resolved structure in

both cell size and foraging mode, where foraging

mode is a strategy ranging from pure osmotrophy to

pure phagotrophy. A trade-off for maximum uptake

rates of mixotrophs is incorporated. We study how

different factors determine the food web structure,

here represented by the topology of the distribution of

given amounts of total phosphorous over the cell size-

foraging mode plane. We find that mixotrophs

successfully coexist with foraging specialists (pure

osmo- and phagotrophs) for a wide range of condi-

tions, a result consistent with the observed prevalence

of mixotrophs in recent oceanographic surveys. Mix-

otrophy trade-off and size-dependent parameters have

a strong effect on the emerging community structure,

stressing the importance of foraging mode and size

considerations when working with microbial diversity

and food web dynamics. The proposed model may be

used to develop timely representations of mixotrophic

strategies in larger biogeochemical ocean models.

Keywords High-resolution planktonic food

web model �Coexistence �Mixotrophic diversity �
Cell size � Foraging mode

Introduction

Mixotrophy encompasses diverse foraging strategies

in unicellular organisms, which combine auto- and

heterotrophic nutrition. Mixotrophs are ecologically

more important than traditionally assumed (Unrein

et al. 2007; Hartmann et al. 2012). In the pelagic

environment, mixotrophy often occurs in oligotrophic

and non-equilibrium environments, but it is also a

major nutritional mode in eutrophic waters during

harmful algal blooms (Burkholder et al. 2008; Sanders

2011). Around 50 % of the pigmented biomass and up

to 90 % of bacterivory can be accounted for by

mixotrophs in coastal areas and central gyres of the

North Atlantic (Havskum and Riemann 1996; Zubkov

and Tarran 2008). Mixotrophs can increase the system

productivity and stability (Baretta-Bekker et al. 1998;
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Hammer and Pitchford 2005) and affect biogeochem-

ical cycling of nutrients by using varying degrees of

phototrophic and heterotrophic activities (Mitra and

Flynn 2010). It is therefore an important task for

aquatic ecologists to understand the prevailing success

of mixotrophs.

Mixotrophs compete with pure auto- and hetero-

trophs (referred to as specialists below) for resources.

It is not immediately obvious how mixotrophs can

coexist or in some cases even dominate over foraging

specialists. Maintaining two different nutritional sys-

tems is expected to be expensive as it may induce

space conflicts for external resource uptake sites on the

cell surface (Flynn and Mitra 2009; Ward et al. 2011).

Pure auto- and heterotrophs are thus often considered

to be competitively superior to mixotrophs in non-

limiting environments. Some experiments support this

idea (Rothhaupt 1996), while others challenge it

(McKie-Kriesberg et al. 2011). Still, the actual costs

and trade-offs of mixotrophy remain hypothetical, and

there is insufficient evidence to confirm that mixo-

trophs are competitively inferior to specialists (Stoec-

ker 1998; Litchman et al. 2007).

Mixotrophy is often neglected in large-scale eco-

system models, despite the frequent occurrence of this

strategy in nature, its significant role in harmful algal

blooms and its potential impact on elemental cycling.

Theoretical studies working on mixotrophy have

typically focused on the effect of mixotrophs on the

planktonic ecosystem dynamics by incorporating one

mixotrophic functional group into Lotka–Volterra

type models (Thingstad et al. 1996; Stickney et al.

2000). In such models, mixotrophs represent addi-

tional and important pathways for organic matter

transfer in the food web. They also appear to have a

stabilizing effect on the system dynamics (Jost et al.

2004). Some models including one functional mixo-

trophic group were used to study coexistence of

mixotrophs and specialists. In these models, mixo-

trophs with a strong degree of autotrophy are typically

most successful (Thingstad et al. 1996; Crane and

Grover 2010).

While models including a single mixotrophic

functional type give general insights on food web

dynamics, mixotrophic foraging strategies are highly

diverse in nature, ranging from nearly pure auto- to

almost pure heterotrophy (Stoecker 1998). The ques-

tion how several different mixotrophic strategies can

coexist has rarely been addressed so far. Exceptions

include Troost et al. (2005), who studied the condi-

tions when specialists evolve from mixotrophs by

using affinities for the autotrophic and heterotrophic

pathway as evolutionary parameters. Cell size was not

included as a variable trait in their model. Also, Ward

et al. (2011) showed that a range of different mixo-

trophic strategies can persist over time when uptake

rates are diffusion limited (i.e. in oligotrophic envi-

ronments). They predict that large mixotrophs succeed

when the limiting process changes from diffusion to

cross-membrane transport, whereas smaller mixo-

trophs are restricted to oligotrophic regions. Neither

they did include organism size as a model parameter to

actually test this hypothesis.

Organism size is an important ecological trait that

strongly influences both ecosystem structure and

individual processes such as metabolic rates and

trophic interactions (Loeuille et al. 2005; Thingstad

et al. 2005b). The pelagic microbial food web is

particularly interesting for studying effects of organ-

ism size, as it covers several orders of magnitude of

cell size. Mixotrophic members range from small

nanoflagellates (2–20 lm diameter) to large dinoflag-

ellates and ciliates (some 100 lm diameters).

Furthermore, size-selective feeding is known to

have a strong effect on the structure of the pelagic food

web (Thingstad et al. 2005b). A review by Hansen

et al. (1994) highlights varying optimal prey sizes for

different predators, resulting in optimal predator to

prey size ratios (SRs) ranging from 1:1 for dinoflag-

ellates (i.e. the prey’s estimated spherical diameter is

equal to the predator’s) to 50:1 for cladocerans and

meroplankton larvae (where the predator’s estimated

spherical diameter is 50 times larger than the prey’s).

Nanoflagellates and ciliates have optimal SR of

around 3:1 and 8:1, respectively. Even though optimal

SR and different size classes affect food web struc-

tures and dynamics, they often remain insufficiently

resolved in contemporary ecological models. An

exception is Moloney and Field (1991), who resolved

size classes in their model to study size-based

dynamics of plankton food webs.

Despite the significance of cell size, SR and

foraging mode on food web structures, none of the

previous modeling studies have combined several size

classes with different foraging modes, although vary-

ing cell sizes and degrees of mixotrophy can influence

biogeochemical processes and community structures

in different ways (Loeuille et al. 2005; Thingstad
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et al. 2005b; Stoecker 1998). For example, small

nanoflagellates eating bacteria may increase the flux

from the microbial loop to higher trophic levels,

whereas the larger dinoflagellates eating large ciliates

could have the opposite effect (Stoecker 1998). In

light of the recently recognized importance of mixo-

trophy in the pelagic environment and the well-known

importance of cell size on system processes and cell

physiologies, it is timely to resolve and study both

traits in a single model.

To improve our understanding of the ecological

mechanisms that shape food web structures and

maintain a high diversity of different foraging modes

and organism sizes in the pelagic ecosystem, we

developed a highly resolved differential equation-

based model of a pelagic microbial food web, where a

large number of organisms with different foraging

modes and cell sizes interact. The system is mineral

nutrient limited, where foraging modes range between

osmotrophy (uptake of dissolved inorganic nutrients)

and phagotrophy (uptake of nutrients as prey parti-

cles). Following Castellani et al. (2012), mixotrophy

is modeled using a trade-off parameter s for maximum

resource uptake rates, which reduces competitive

abilities of mixotrophs relative to specialists when s
is larger than 1. We do not consider light and its effects

on mixotrophy in carbon limited systems.

We hypothesize that the success of different cell

sizes and foraging modes depends on particular

conditions. By varying several parameters such as

the total nutrient content in the system, the optimal SR,

the foraging trade-off, and the size dependency of

resource uptake rates, the model indicates when

particular strategies may be successful in nature. We

show that mixotrophic organisms of varying sizes

successfully coexist with, and occasionally outcom-

pete, foraging specialists for a range of different

parameter values and that size-depending parameters

as well as the foraging mode trade-off have a strong

influence on the emerging food web structure.

Model

The study is conducted using a differential equation-

based model of a microbial food web that is structured

by cell size and foraging mode. Cell sizes are divided

into 32 classes ranging from 0.5 to 643 lm cell

diameters. Hence, organisms from the size of small

bacteria to large protozoans are covered. Also,

following the concept of a mixotrophic gradient

(Sanders et al. 1990), 11 foraging modes (f) ranging

from pure osmotrophy (f = 0) to pure phagotrophy

(f = 1) are simulated for each size class. This gives a

food web consisting of 32 9 11 compartments. The

matrix formed by these 32 9 11 compartments is

referred to as ‘cell size–foraging mode plane’ below.

Cell masses double between each size class, giving

a logarithmic cell size distribution in the simulated

food web. The organisms’ biomasses are given in units

of phosphorous and are based on their volumes,

assuming spherical cells and equal stochiometry for all

organisms. Thereby derived cell mass proxies range

from 1.6 9 10-8 nmol-P for the smallest organisms

(with a cell diameter of 0.5 lm) to about 33 nmol-P

for the largest organisms (with a cell diameter of

roughly 643 lm). The system is closed and the total

amount of phosphorous set to 500 nmol-P L-1 per

default. Nutrients are released during grazing or death

and are immediately recirculated to the shared

dissolved inorganic phosphorous (DIP) pool. Differ-

ential equations describe the mass budgets for each of

the 32 9 11 compartments based on the gains from

osmotrophic and phagotrophic feeding activities and

the losses due to predation and other losses such as

metabolism (Eq. 1). The differential equations and

model parameters are given in Table 1, whereas the

symbols and default parameter values used in this

study are given in Table 2. A justification of the

parameter values is given in the sections ‘‘Simula-

tions’’ and ‘‘Discussion’’.

The uptake rate for dissolved phosphorous is

described by the maximum uptake rate for DIP

(vmaxDIP) and the nutrient affinity a (Eq. 1a), while

the uptake rate of prey is described by the maximum

prey uptake rate (vmaxprey) and the clearance rate b
(Eq. 1b). The nutrient affinity a and the clearance rate

b describe the slope of the uptake rate function at the

origin for DIP and prey, respectively, where resource

encounters are diffusion limited (Fig. 1a).

Maximum cell-specific uptake rates are propor-

tional to the cell surface (Aksnes and Cao 2011). To

obtain a biomass-specific maximum uptake rate, the

cell-specific rate is divided by the cell mass, which

scales with the cell volume. Hence, the biomass-

specific maximum uptake rates for DIP (Eq. 2) and

prey (Eq. 3) decrease linearly with increasing cell

diameter (Vmax � diam-1). Furthermore, the maximum
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uptake rate for DIP increases with increasing osmo-

trophy (f approaching 0), while the maximum uptake

rate for prey increases with increasing phagotrophy

(f approaching 1). A trade-off parameter s[ 0 is

incorporated in Eqs. 2 and 3, which accounts for an

assumed trade-off in maximum uptake rates for

mixotrophic foraging strategies relative to specialized

foraging. For a high trade-off parameter (s[ 1), the

maximum phosphorous uptake rate initially decreases

rapidly for increasing f, whereas the maximum prey

uptake rate only increases slowly compared to the

specialist’s uptake rates (Fig. 1b, s = 4). This repre-

sents a high cost of mixotrophy since a modest gain in

terms of increased maximum prey uptake rate is

accompanied by a drastic loss of the maximum DIP

uptake rate (‘gain is less than loss’). For a low trade-off

parameter (s\ 1), on the other hand, Vmaxprey initially

increases rapidly for increasing f, whereas VmaxDIP

decreases only slowly. This has the effect that highly

increased phagotrophic ability only slightly reduces

the osmotrophic ability of the mixotroph (‘gain is more

than loss’) (Fig. 1b, s = 0.5). For s = 1, the reduction

in uptake rate for one resource is proportional to the

gain in the uptake rate for the other resource, and vice

versa (Fig. 1b, straight lines).

Whereas maximum uptake rates in our model are

assumed to be influenced by biological constraints,

and therefore vary depending on the foraging mode

and trade-off (Fig. 2, lower left), the nutrient affinities

and clearance rates describing the slope of the uptake

function at the origin are assumed to be purely

diffusion limited. They are determined by physical

constraints of molecular diffusion at low resource

concentrations. Assuming that the cell concentration

of the limiting nutrient is independent of the cell

volume, this leads to a decrease of a and b with the

square of the diameter (a, b � diam-2, Fig. 2, upper

right) (e.g. Tambi et al. 2009).

In our model, interactions between organisms

happen through predation across size classes and

competition for DIP (Eq. 5). Prey are selected

according to their size, with the clearance rate being

normally distributed around the prey with the optimal

SR (Eq. 5, Fig. 2, lower right). We name the standard

deviation of this normally distributed clearance rate

the ‘prey spectrum width’ (SW), which is set to 1 size

Table 1 Differential

equations (1) and maximum

phosphorous uptake rates

for DIP (2) and prey (3), as

well as cell mass specific

nutrient affinities (4) and

effective clearance rates (5)

for model compartments ij

Size and foraging mode

classes are indexed with

i and j, respectively. In Eqs.

1b and 1c, the summations

with indices prey and pred

loop through all 32 9 11

compartments, covering all

potential prey and predators

of compartment ij

Equation Number

Differential equation for compartment ij:

dM

dt ij
¼ OsmoGainij þ PhagoGainij � LossAsPreyij � OtherLossij

(1)

OsmoGainij ¼ ai�DIP

1þ ai�DIP

VmaxDIPij

�Mij (DIP uptake) (1a)

PhagoGainij ¼
P

prey

bi;prey�Mprey

1þ bi;prey�Mprey

Vmaxprey
ij

 !

� yield �Mij (prey uptake)
(1b)

LossAsPreyij ¼
P

pred
bpred;i�MijÞ

ð1þ bpred;i�Mij

Vmaxprey
pred

�Mpred

 !

(predation loss)
(1c)

OtherLossij = d*Mij (1d)

Maximum phosphorous uptake rates for DIP (cell size i and foraging mode

j dependent):

VmaxDIPij ¼ VmaxDIP0 � diami

diam0

� ��y

�ð1� fjÞs (2)

Maximum phosphorous uptake rate for prey (cell size i and foraging mode j dependent):

Vmaxpreyij ¼ Vmaxprey0 � diami

diamphag0

� ��y

�ðfjÞs (3)

Mineral nutrient (DIP) affinity (cell size dependent):

ai ¼ a0 � ð diami

diam0

Þ�x (4)

Clearance rate on prey p (cell size i and prey size prey dependent, normally

distributed around prey with optimal predator to prey size ratio):

bi;prey ¼ b0 � e�
SCi�SCprey�P2P

SWð Þ2 � diami

diamphag0

� ��x (5)
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Table 2 Symbols and

parameter values used in the

default setting

Name Value Units Description

diam0 0.5 lm Diameter of smallest organism

mass0 1.6 9 10-8 nmol-P Mass of smallest organism

massphag0 mass0*2P2P nmol-P Mass of smallest phagotroph

diamphag0 diam0*(2P2P)1/3 lm Diameter of smallest phagotroph

diami lm Diameter of size class i

fj 0 B f B 1 Foraging mode (0: pure osmo-, 1:

pure phagotrophy)

a0 0.4 L h-1 nmol-P-1 Nutrient affinity of smallest osmotroph

b0 0.001 L h-1 nmol-P-1 Clearance rate of smallest phagotroph

VmaxDIP0 1/6 h-1 Max. DIP uptake for smallest osmotroph

Vmaxprey0 200*2-P2P h-1 Max. prey uptake for smallest phagotroph

d 0.001 h-1 Metabolic loss or non-predatory mortality

Mij 0 B Mij B 500 nmol-P L-1 Total mass in compartment ij (i size class;

j foraging mode)

s 0.5, 4 Mixotrophy trade-off

yield 0.3 Yield from phagotrophic uptake

x 2 Exponential factor by which a and b
decrease as the cell diameter increases

y 1 Exponential factor by which Vmaxprey

and VmaxDIP decrease with increasing

diameter

P2P 7, 10 Predator to prey size class ratio (# of size

classes)

SR 5, 10 Predator to prey diameter ratio

(SR = (2P2P)1/3)

SW 1, 2, 4 Prey spectrum width (# of size classes)

SC 1–32 Size class index

Ptot 500 nmol-P L-1 Total phosphorous in the system

DIPinitial 0.001*Ptot nmol-P L-1 Initial DIP concentration

a b
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Fig. 1 a Schematic Holling type II functional response. The

nutrient affinity a (in osmotrophy, Eq. 1a) and the clearance rate

b (in phagotrophy, Eq. 1b) represent the angle of the uptake rate

at the origin and accurately describe the rate at low resource

concentrations. At high resource concentrations, the uptake rate

asymptotically approaches the maximum uptake rates (Vmax in

Eqs.1a and 1b). b Relative maximum DIP (solid lines, Eq. 2) and

prey uptake rates (dotted lines, Eq. 3) as functions of the

foraging mode f and trade-off s (f = 0 is pure osmo-, f = 1 pure

phagotrophy). Curves are shown for a low (s = 0.5) and high

trade-off (s = 4), which are values mostly used in this study.

Straight lines for s = 1 are included as reference. For an

explanation of the trade-off curves, see text
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class per default. The optimal SR in terms of diameters

is varied between 1 (i.e. the prey’s estimated spherical

diameter equals the predator’s) and 10 (where the

predator’s estimated spherical diameter is 10 times

larger than the prey’s). Imitating a natural state of

planktonic systems (Sheldon et al. 1972), the system is

initialized with a uniform mass distribution in all size

classes and foraging mode compartments, leading to a

highest abundance of the smallest organisms (Fig. 2,

upper left).

The model was implemented and the simulations

run using Matlab Version R20011a. Equation 1 was

integrated using the Matlab ODE23 implementation of

the explicit Bogacki and Shampine third-order Run-

ge–Kutta method (Shampine and Reichelt 1997). An

individual-based version of the model was developed

by Castellani et al. (2012), who presented a new

method to address issues related to individual-based

modeling of largely in-homogenous population den-

sities, as in the case of pelagic microbial food webs.

Simulations

The system of differential equations was simulated for

10 years for each set of tested parameters. This was

sufficient for the established populations (defining the

occupied space in the cell size–foraging mode plane)

to stabilize in terms of abundance. The 10th year’s

mean mass distribution in the cell size–foraging mode

plane was plotted. The default parameter values used

in the simulations are given in Table 2. Sensitivity to

the parameters was tested by varying selected param-

eters as described below, illustrating the effect of

different factors on the food web structure.

Variations of parameters

Foraging mode and cell size were investigated as

response variables to changes of the parameters

described in the following paragraphs. Optimal pred-

ator to prey size ratios of SR = 1, 2, 5, and 10 and

trade-offs for the maximum uptake rate functions of

s = 0.5, 2, 4, and 8 were tested for the standard

settings (Fig. 3). As SR and s have a strong effect on

the food web structure, we present results for other

varied parameters for SR = 5 and 10 and for s = 0.5

and 4 (Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8).

The prey spectrum width SW was varied between 1,

2, and 4 size classes around the prey with optimal SR.

Per default, an SW of 1 was used, assuming that the

predators have a relatively narrow range of optimal

prey size.

The nutrient regime was varied by changing the

total phosphorous content in the system from 500 via

1,000 to 5,000 nmol-P L-1 (Fig. 5). The default load

of 500 nmol-P L-1 represents oligotrophic conditions

as found, for example, in the Sargasso Sea (Guildford

and Hecky 2000), whereas 5,000 nmol-P L-1 is

considered to be eutrophic.

The yield from phagotrophic predation was varied

from 0.1 via 0.3 to 0.6 (Fig. 6). The yield of 30 % is

considered to be standard (Pomeroy and Wiebe 1988).

The size dependencies of the cell mass-specific

maximum uptake rates for DIP (Vmax DIP) and prey

(Vmaxprey) were tested for a quadratic loss with

increasing cell radius (VmaxDIP and Vmaxprey � r-2),

a linear decrease (VmaxDIP and Vmaxprey � r-1), and

a linear increase (VmaxDIP and Vmaxprey � r) (Fig. 7).

Per default, the decrease is considered to be linear with

the cell radius (Armstrong 2008).
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10th size class. The clearance rate on a particular prey class

decreases for predators with increasing size, analogously to the

nutrient affinity (d)
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The size dependencies of cell mass-specific nutrient

affinity (a) and clearance rate (b) were tested analo-

gously to Vmax, i.e., a, b � r-2, a, b � r-1, and a, b
� r (Fig. 8). The latter condition (linear increase with

radius) mimics strategies where organisms decouple

the cell volume from cell quota (e.g., by use of

vacuoles), whereas per default, the decrease is

assumed to be quadratic with the cell radius (Tambi

et al. 2009). The maximum prey uptake rate in our

model for the smallest predators is similar to values

found in a literature review by Vaqué et al. (1994).

Lower prey uptake rates are found in the literature

(e.g., Hansen et al. 1997), but halving the maximum

prey uptake rate did not change the model results (not

shown).

Stability and sensitivity to initial conditions

The final food web structures were generally estab-

lished by the middle of the simulation time. The

standard deviation of the mass distribution in the last

year was plotted to check the stability of the emerged

food web structure. The standard deviations were near

zero for regions outside the mean of the established

populations and generally small within the established

populations (not shown). This indicates that the results

are stable in the long term. Initializing the 32 9 11

compartments with a non-uniform mass distribution

(random assignment of starting mass for each com-

partment within a limit of ±10 % of the default

average mass) in a limited set of simulations did not
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implies strict phagotrophy, whereas a foraging mode of 0
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affect the emerging food web structure (not shown),

further illustrating the robustness of the emerging

structures. The variations of selected parameters in the

range of roughly 50–200 % of the default values, and

in particular cases in the range of orders of magnitude,

illustrate the sensitivity of the food web structure to

chosen parameter values as presented below.

Results

On the large scale, the successfully populated areas

fall within a relatively consistent region within the cell

size-foraging mode plane for all simulations (Figs. 3,

4, 5, 6, 7, 8). In particular, the size range between

about 1 and 20 lm was most frequently occupied by a

band ranging from pure osmotrophs to phagotrophs,

with a tendency of osmotrophs being smaller and

phagotrophs being larger due to the given SR.

Apart from this general congruence in viable space

in the cell size-foraging mode plane, however, there

are conspicuous differences in the areas that are

successfully populated after 10 years of simulation,

depending on the parameter settings used. Generally,

mixotrophic diversity and abundance are highest at a

small trade-off parameter s, where maximum uptake

rates of mixotrophs exceed those of specialist. Inter-

estingly, however, mixotrophs normally coexist with

foraging specialists even when s is high, meaning that

reduced maximum uptake rates relative to specialists

still render mixotrophs successful competitors. Only at

combined high SR and high s, foraging specialists

occasionally outcompete mixotrophs. A small trade-

off parameter is generally necessary for mixotrophs to

completely outcompete specialists, although when the

optimal prey size equaled the size of the predator

(SR = 1), mixotrophs outcompete specialists even at

s[ 1. A detailed description and explanations for the

effects of different parameters on the emergent food

web structure follow below. Implications of these

results are given in the ‘‘Discussion’’ section.

Effect of trade-off parameter and optimal predator

to prey size ratio

Among the tested parameters, the trade-off between

osmotrophic and phagotrophic foraging and the SR

have a particularly strong effect on the food web
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structure and survival of mixotrophs (Fig. 3). In

general, increasing s decreases the success of mixo-

trophs for all SRs, whereas predominantly osmotroph-

ic mixotrophs are especially strongly affected (Fig. 3,

left to right). This follows directly from the loss in one

foraging strategy outweighing the gain in the other

foraging strategy when s[ 1 (Fig. 1b). In contrast, at

s\ 1, mixotrophs are generally very successful,

frequently outcompeting specialists. This is because

the combined maximum uptake rates of mixotrophs

for DIP and prey exceed the maximum uptake rates of

specialists at s\ 1 (Fig. 1b). Pure phagotrophs are

most often outcompeted by mixotrophs at s\ 1

(Figs. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8).

The effect of SR on the survival of mixotrophs

depends on s. At s = 0.5, where mixotrophic maxi-

mum uptake rates exceed those of specialists, mixo-

trophs become increasingly successful with increasing

SR. This results in a broad band of mixotrophs ranging

from nearly pure osmotrophs to nearly pure phago-

trophs, spanning cell diameters from about 5 to 50 lm

for SR = 10 (Fig. 3, left). At s = 8, when cost of

mixotrophy is high, mixotrophs become less success-

ful with increasing SR. This leads to a bipolar food

web structure with osmotrophic specialists of about

0.5–5 lm diameters and phagotrophic specialists of

about 5–50 lm diameters, with phagotrophs predating

on the osmotrophs (Fig. 3, right). The differences in

cell size between established predator and prey

populations are given by the SR. Generally, increasing

SR increases the cell size of phagotrophs for all values

of s due to the increased size difference between the

smallest available prey and the predators that can eat

this prey.

Remarkably, for SR = 1 and s up to 4, predomi-

nantly osmotrophic mixotrophs completely outcom-

pete specialists, despite the reduced maximum uptake

rates of mixotrophs relative to the specialists. Also, a

SR of 1 at s = 8 is the only case where the smallest

cells in the system can maintain a purely phagotrophic

foraging strategy, as these phagotrophs can graze on

the equally sized, smallest prey. The complete dom-

inance of mixotrophs at SR = 1 at both low and high s
indicates that ‘eating your competitor’ (Thingstad

et al. 1996) is a highly successful strategy when

predators are of equal size as their prey. For SR = 2 at

s = 4, mixotrophs with balanced osmotrophic and

phagotrophic foraging behaviors dominate the com-

munity (Fig. 3, top left and center).

Effect of prey spectrum width SW

Besides SR, the size-dependent prey spectrum width SW

strongly influences the structure of the established food

web. Generally, mixotrophs profit from a less size-

restricted predation range given by an increased SW

(Fig. 4). At s = 0.5, relatively large mixotrophs with

balanced osmotrophic and phagotrophic foraging behav-

ior dominate the microbial community at SW = 4,

completely outcompeting specialists (Fig. 4, top). Also

at high cost of mixotrophy (s = 4), mixotrophs with

balanced osmotrophic and phagotrophic foraging behav-

ior generally become more dominant with increasing

SW. An exception occurs for SR = 10 and SW = 4,

where mixotrophs are outcompeted and a population of

relatively large phagotrophs dominates in abundance,

predating on smaller phagotrophs, which themselves

predate on small osmotrophs (Fig. 4, lower right).

Conspicuously, an increased SW reduces the num-

ber of bands of coexisting populations observed in the

size dimension, while restricting the remaining pop-

ulations to a narrow range in the foraging mode and

cell size dimensions. This is due to fewer distinct

predation niches when the prey range is less narrowly

defined in terms of prey size.

Effect of nutrient regime

Increasing the total nutrient concentration in the

system up to 5,000 nmol-P L-1 allows larger cells to

survive, as excess DIP not used by the smaller and

more competitive, top-down controlled cells becomes

available. Also, as a direct consequence of the

increased nutrient load, the biomasses in the estab-

lished populations increase (Fig. 5).

At s = 0.5, when maximum uptake rates of mixo-

trophs exceed those of specialists (Fig. 5, upper half),

mixotrophic strategies ranging from almost pure

osmotrophy to almost pure phagotrophy become

equally successful with increasing nutrient loads for

SR = 5 (compared to predominantly osmotrophic

mixotrophs being most successful at low nutrient

concentrations). The relative increase in predomi-

nantly phagotrophic populations at increased nutrient

loads both at low and high s is explicable by

channeling of the extra biomass to higher trophic

levels due to top-down control of lower trophic levels.

Also for SR = 10, predominantly phagotrophic mixo-

trophs become favored relative to lower nutrient
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concentrations. In particular, two bands of medium

sized (&10 lm) and large (almost 100 lm) mixo-

trophs dominate the food web at 5,000 nmol-P L-1

Mixotrophs with balanced osmotrophic and phago-

trophic foraging are outcompeted in this case because

their combined maximum uptake rates are much lower

than either those of more specialized mixotrophs or

pure specialists (Fig. 1). For SR = 5, mixotrophs are

generally more successful than foraging specialists at

intermediate and high nutrient loads when the trade-

off parameter is low.

Similarly as at s\ 1, predominantly phagotrophic

mixotrophs and pure phagotrophs are favored with

increasing nutrient concentrations at s = 4 for SR = 5

(Fig. 5, lower half). Eutrophication (5,000 nmol-P

L-1) at s = 4 for SR = 10 is the only case where

some of the largest cells (over 600 lm) can persist in

our simulations. Also, it is a rare case where all

intermediate mixotrophic degrees can coexist with

specialists at a high cost of mixotrophy even when

SR = 10 (Fig. 5, lower right).

Effect of yield

A low yield from predation generally disfavors

mixotrophs, in particular those with predominantly

phagotrophic foraging behavior (Fig. 6). This is true

both when maximum uptake rates of mixotrophs

exceed those of specialists (s = 0.5) and when cost of

mixotrophy is high (s = 4). The reduced success of

phagotrophic strategies when the yield is low is

directly related to less efficient predation. A high yield

at s = 0.5 increases the success of relatively large

cells (10–20 lm) of any mixotrophic degree for

SR = 5, and mixotrophs outcompete all but the

smallest specialists in this case. At the same time, a

high yield reduces the success of smaller and

predominantly osmotrophic mixotrophs for SR = 5.

For SR = 10, the predominantly osmotrophic mixo-

trophs remain most successful, likely because mixo-

trophic predation of direct competitors, from which

largely phagotrophic mixotrophs benefit at SR = 5, is

less efficient for SR = 10 (Fig. 6, upper half).

A high yield at s = 4 favors pure phagotrophs for

both SR = 5 and 10. Also, mixotrophs of balanced

osmotrophic and phagotrophic foraging behavior

become more competitive with increasing yield at

high cost of mixotrophy (Fig. 6, lower half).

Effect of size dependency of maximum uptake

rates Vmax

Increasing maximum uptake rates relative to cell size

(from a quadratic loss of Vmax with cell size to the

default linear decrease and a linear increase with cell

size) generally favors predominately phagotrophic

mixotrophs and pure phagotrophs both at low and high

s (Fig. 7). This shift in abundance to more phagotrophic

strategies may occur because larger cells benefit when

the maximum uptake rates are positively related with

cell size. Large cells are typically (partly) phagotrophic

in our system due to the SRs exceeding 1.

An increased size penalty of the maximum uptake

rates such that Vmax decreases quadratically with the

cell radius, combined with a high cost of mixotrophy,

is one of the few cases in our simulations where

mixotrophs of any degree are completely outcompeted

by osmotrophic and phagotrophic specialists (Fig. 7,

lower half, top right). This defeat of mixotrophs may

be explained by their reliance on partly phagotrophic

foraging, which implies that mixotrophs must be

larger than pure osmotrophs when SR exceeds 1. The

thereby experienced strong size penalty in terms of

maximum uptake rates, combined with the high cost of

mixotrophy in general, probably renders mixotrophy

non-viable in this case.

Effect of size dependency of nutrient affinity a
and clearance rate b

Reducing the size penalty of a and b (a, b � r - 1)

and alleviating the penalty all together such that a and

b increase linearly with cell size (a, b � r) lead to

more distinct, separate populations on the foraging

mode–cell size plane (Fig. 8). Thanks to the reduced

size penalty, larger cells of up to 100 lm persist when

a and b decrease linearly instead of quadratically with

the square of the cell radius.

At s = 0.5, isolated populations of mixotrophs

almost completely outcompete specialists with

reduced size penalty (Fig. 8, upper half, middle). For

a linear increase of a and b with size, predominately

osmotrophic mixotrophs of about 10 lm outcompete

specialists for SR = 5, whereas only pure osmotrophs

survive for SR = 10 (Fig. 8, upper half, bottom). At a

high cost of mixotrophy (s = 4), reducing the size

penalty of a and b or alleviating the penalty all

together strongly disfavors mixotrophs for SR = 5
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and 10 (Fig. 8, lower half). Similar as in the case

described above for Vmax, this is probably because at

reduced or alleviated size penalty, large cells can

establish. Hence, in addition to the disadvantage of

mixotrophs in terms of maximum uptake rates relative

to specialists when s[ 1, the general penalty for

biomass-specific maximum uptake rates becomes

heavier as cells are larger. The combined penalty for

mixotrophs in this case may render them non-viable,

with the result that the food web consists of isolated

populations of pure osmo- and phagotrophs, whose

cell size differences are given by the SR.

In summary, strategies reducing or alleviating the

size penalty of a and b, known to be important in

nature, are here shown to have strong effects on

emergent food web structures. While it is intuitive that

reduced penalty allows larger cells to compete, the

shown effects on mixotrophic survival are less

obvious.

Discussion

A major key to the understanding of emergent aquatic

food web structures and dynamics may lie in the

mechanistic understanding of trade-offs between dif-

ferent organism traits. Regarding microbial food webs,

trade-offs between the trophic modes and the degrees

of mixotrophy in different organisms are currently

hard or even impossible to measure, and they may vary

within species (Stoecker 1998). Hence, the relative

importance of photosynthesis, uptake of dissolved

inorganic nutrients, and predation in mixotrophs (i.e.,

where on the foraging mode axes of the presented

model the organisms are placed) is often unknown.

Nevertheless, the model presented here allows us to

explore the complexity of the system, giving us

insights into how different life strategies of microor-

ganisms and system parameters may interplay and

determine the structure of aquatic microbial food

webs.

The prevalent success of mixotrophs, both when

maximum uptake rates of mixotrophs exceed those of

specialists (s\ 1) and when costs of mixotrophy is

high (s[ 1), is a major result in our study and agrees

with findings of high mixotrophic abundance in field

surveys (Havskum and Riemann 1996; Zubkov and

Tarran 2008; Hartmann et al. 2012). Despite of

inconclusive evidence for mixotrophy trade-offs in

experiments and lack of direct measurements in nature

(Rothhaupt 1996; McKie-Kriesberg et al. 2011), it is

commonly assumed that there is a metabolic cost to

maintain two internal foraging systems (Thingstad

et al. 1996; Ward et al. 2011). Also, space conflicts for

external uptake sites on the cell surface are thought to

reduce growth efficiencies of mixotrophs relative to

specialists (Flynn and Mitra 2009; Ward et al. 2011).

This would imply that a trade-off parameter of s[ 1

in the present study is most realistic. It is remarkable

that mixotrophs in our simulations typically coexist

with foraging specialists even at s[ 1, where max-

imum uptake rates of specialists exceed the combined

maximum uptake rates for DIP and prey of mixo-

trophs. This suggests that benefits of mixotrophy could

potentially outweigh high costs arising from mixo-

trophic foraging behavior in nature. Notably, at high s,

mixotrophs with balanced osmotrophic and phago-

trophic foraging behavior (f around 0.5) were typically

more rare than predominantly osmotrophic and

phagotrophic mixotrophs. The competitive disadvan-

tage of balanced mixotrophs arrives from the trade-off

functions (Fig. 1b), where combined maximum

uptake rates of DIP and prey of mixotrophs with

foraging modes around 0.5 are much smaller than

combined maximum uptake rates of more specialized

mixotrophs when s exceeds 1. This result is consistent

with previous observations that most mixotrophs in

nature seem to be predominantly osmotrophic or

phagotrophic (Stoecker 1998). Interestingly, however,

our model also supports balanced mixotrophic strat-

egies at high costs of mixotrophy under conditions

where efficient predation on competitors is favored,

such as when SR is small (Fig. 3), predation yield is

high (Fig. 6), or the prey spectrum width SW is wide

(Fig. 4).

On the other hand, mixotrophs most strongly

dominate in our model and cover a wider range of

foraging modes and cell sizes when s\ 1. The

increased maximum uptake rates of mixotrophs rela-

tive to specialists in these scenarios clearly favor a

high diversity of mixotrophs in the emergent food

webs. Knowing that mixotrophy is a highly diverse

and widely spread strategy that frequently dominates

in a variety of aquatic systems (e.g., Havskum and

Riemann 1996; e.g., Burkholder et al. 2008; e.g.,

Hartmann et al. 2012), this may imply that costs of

mixotrophy in nature are actually smaller than previ-

ously assumed. Our model results for s\ 1 are in fact
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consistent with the hypothesis that mixotrophy not

only is free of extra costs, but may even come with a

‘‘bonus’’ relative to specialized foraging.

From an evolutionary point of view, mixotrophy

can be considered the primordial form of foraging in

eukaryotic phytoplankton. Chloroplasts in phyto-

plankton are derived from photosynthetic cyanobac-

teria that were taken up as primary endosymbionts by

primordial phagotrophic eukaryotes (Falkowski et al.

2004). While additional secondary and tertiary endo-

symbioses occurred in several lineages later on,

phagotrophic abilities may or may not have been

given up by the phytoplankton. Assuming that

phagotrophic abilities infer little cost, phytoplankton

loosing their primordial phagotrophic abilities would

have experienced little selective advantage compared

to those keeping them. Indeed, maintaining the

photosynthetic apparatus requires several-fold more

energy than maintaining the feeding apparatus in

mixotrophs (Stoecker 1998). Realizing that mixo-

trophic species are found in most phytoplankton

lineages, perhaps only with the exception of diatoms

(Flynn et al. 2013), these findings support the notion

that mixotrophs (those phytoplankton that kept phago-

trophic abilities) may have little disadvantage in terms

of energy requirements, at least relative to pure

osmotrophs who gave up on phagotrophic abilities

(Stoecker 1998). Nevertheless, direct experimental

data to support or refute the hypothesis that mixotro-

phy may in fact come with a ‘‘bonus’’ relative to

specialized foraging under a variety of conditions are

still lacking. Further experimental research and under-

standing of mixotrophic physiology is required to

formulate a more conclusive explanation on the

success of mixotrophs in aquatic environments.

The size of the successful microorganisms in our

model (&0.5–100 lm) overlaps with the sizes of

bacteria (&0.2–2 lm), nanoflagellates (&2–20 lm),

and larger dinoflagellates and ciliates (up to 100 lm

and larger). Most often, mixotrophic populations in

our model fall into the size range from 2 to 10 lm,

reflecting natural populations of mixotrophic nanofla-

gellates of similar size, which are highly abundant in

both coastal areas (Havskum and Riemann 1996) and

oligotrophic gyres (Sanders et al. 2000; Zubkov and

Tarran 2008; Hartmann et al. 2012). Data from a

P-enrichment experiment in the ultra-oligotrophic

Eastern Mediterranean (Krom et al. 2005) are consis-

tent with the idea that nanoflagellates also actively

perform mixotrophy in this system. Following P-addi-

tion, phytoplankton did generally not show a response

due to P and N co-limitation (Pitta et al. 2005; Zohary

et al. 2005). However, pigmented nanoflagellates in

the size range of 10–20 lm, many identified as

prymnesiophytes, showed a slight increase in biomass

(Psarra et al. 2005). This seems only explicable by

mixotrophic foraging on bacteria, which were stimu-

lated by P-addition (Zohary et al. 2005).

Larger mixotrophs (around 100 lm) persisted in

our model in high nutrient regimes, independently of

their foraging strategy. This confirms theoretical

predictions of larger mixotrophs and a broader plank-

ton size spectrum when nutrients are replete (Chis-

holm 1992; Ward et al. 2011). High nutrient

concentrations favoring large cells can be explained

by a strong grazing control of smaller individuals.

When the total nutrient content in the system

increases, excessive resources that are not used by

top-down controlled smaller cells will become avail-

able, allowing larger, competitively inferior but

defensively superior cells to establish. This is consis-

tent with blooming of large phytoplankton in nutrient

rich conditions. Large mixotrophs in the highest

nutrient settings of our model match with high

abundances of large mixotrophic ciliates and dino-

flagellates in coastal waters and harmful algal blooms

(Stoecker 1999; Stoecker et al. 1989; Burkholder

et al. 2008; Sanders 2011). These ecologically feasi-

ble findings promote confidence on the biological

meaningfulness of our model settings and results.

It is interesting to observe that mixotrophs occa-

sionally outcompete specialists in our model when SR

is sufficiently small. A small SR means that the prey is

of similar size as the predator, making the prey a direct

competitor of the predator. This is consistent with the

hypothesis that ‘eating your competitor’ (Thingstad

et al. 1996) is a key for the success of mixotrophs. The

fact that relatively small, predominantly osmotrophic

mixotrophs completely outcompete specialists at

s[ 1 when SR = 1 (Fig. 3) makes this point very

clear. Even though the maximum uptake rates of the

mixotrophs are smaller compared to their specialized

competitors in this case, the mixotrophs manage to

suppress pure osmotrophs by foraging on them. The

other case in our simulations where mixotrophs

completely outcompete specialists is at a high SW,

here even for high SR although at s\ 1 (Fig. 4). The

explanation for mixotrophic dominance in this case
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may be similar as for small SR, since a high SW

facilitates predation on competitors of similar sizes

even when SR is high.

Size structure in plankton models is important to

simulate realistic food web dynamics (Moloney and

Field 1991). Optimal SRs are typically assumed to be

on the order of 10:1 in planktonic food webs (.g. Azam

et al. 1983), whereas in reality, optimal SRs differ

widely between groups. Dinoflagellates can, for

example, ingest prey of up to equal size or larger than

themselves (Hansen et al. 1994). Large SR forces

phagotrophs to increase in size in order to predate

optimally on the available prey. Hence, common

modeling practice of fixing SR may strongly bias the

emergent food web structures and dynamics. The

weakened competitiveness of mixotrophs at high SR is

understandable from the increased size penalty of

maximum uptake rates when cell sizes increase, which

acts in addition to reduced maximum uptake rates of

mixotrophs relative to specialists at s\ 1. Again,

increased size differences between prey and predator

at large SR also reduce efficient removal of direct

competitors through mixotrophic predation.

The prey spectrum width SW influences the band-

ing of established populations in the size dimension of

our model (Fig. 4). Since a narrower SW supports a

large number of different prey size-specific niches, a

large number of population bands with distinct cell

sizes are maintained. Highly specialized predation at

low SW also allows closely resembling populations to

coexists, cumulatively covering a broad range of cell

sizes and mixotrophic foraging modes in the cell size-

foraging mode plane. In contrast, at wide SW, the

overlap of common prey in adjacent populations is

large. Hence a few, competitively superior popula-

tions monopolize the available resources, restricting

the food web to a few confined populations in the cell

size-foraging mode plane. Conclusively, the model

simulations suggest that a more detailed knowledge of

both SR and SW in natural populations has the

potential to explain much of the subtle structures in

aquatic microbial food webs.

Foraging kinetics and the role of cell size

The functional responses used in our study (Fig. 1a) are

typical in aquatic microbial food webs (Taylor 1978;

Fenchel 1982; Bjørnsen and Kuparinen 1991), and the

maximum prey uptake rate in our model for the smallest

predators is similar to values found in a literature review

by Vaqué et al. (1994). Lower prey uptake rates are

found in the literature (e.g. Hansen et al. 1997), but

halving the maximum prey uptake rate did not change

the model results (not shown). The default maximum

nutrient affinity for pure osmotrophs and the maximum

clearance rate for pure phagotrophs used in our model

are similar to values suggested in Lignell et al. (2013).

The minimum generation time of 6 h for pure osmo-

trophs, which follows from their maximum phospho-

rous uptake rate, matches with values found for pelagic

bacteria in oligotrophic systems (Kemp et al. 1993).

Halving or doubling the maximum nutrient affinity (a0)

and clearance rate (b0) only slightly affected the food

web structure (not shown).

In general, mass specific maximum uptake rates

decrease with increasing size of the organisms

(Friebele et al. 1978; Raven 1998; Armstrong 2008),

but the nutrient regime may influence the exact

relationship between the maximum uptake rate and

the cell size. Aksnes and Cao (2011) argue for a

quadratic decrease in the mass-specific uptake rate

with cell radius in oligotrophic conditions, whereas

they predict a linear decrease in eutrophic conditions.

However, the relationship is not always clear (Banse

1982), and volume-specific uptake rates can increase

with size, depending on the groups that are compared

(Irwin et al. 2006). Varying the size dependency of the

maximum uptake rates according to these scenarios as

demonstrated in this study illustrates the negative

effect of a strong size penalty on mixotrophs (Fig. 7).

Cell size is known to be a master trait influencing

the growth rate, but handling time and porter density

additionally influence maximum uptake rates and

nutrient affinities (Aksnes and Cao 2011; Fiksen et al.

2013). Since detailed knowledge about handling time

and nutrient porter densities are still lacking, we have

not explicitly included these parameters in our model.

However, the trade-off function for the maximum

uptake rates can be interpreted as a representation of

trade-offs that may be associated with handling time

and porter densities for mixotrophs.

The decrease in nutrient affinities and clearance

rates with the square of the radius follows from

diffusion limited uptake at low resource concentra-

tions and the assumption that the cell concentration of

the limiting element is constant (Jumars et al. 1993;

Tambi et al. 2009). That there are other, larger

phytoplankton in the ocean than cyanobacteria is not
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only because of predation pressure, but also because

they have found ways to reduce this size penalty.

Increasing cell size with vacuoles filled with non-

limiting resources allows, for example, diatoms and

some large bacterioplankton to escape the strong size

penalty for nutrient affinities, while at the same time

becoming better protected against predation (Things-

tad et al. 2005b). Larger cells persisting when a and b
decrease linearly instead of quadratically with the cell

radius in our model (Fig. 8) confirm this benefit of

increased size. The problem of omitting the strong size

penalty has probably been dealt with since at least the

Ediacaran about 600–500 million years ago (Laflam-

me et al. 2009).

Applicability of our model to different

environments

There is no intrinsic property in our model that

restricts its applicability to marine oligotrophic sys-

tems. Although oligotrophy is a typical state of vast

areas of the pelagic ecosystem (Maranon et al. 2003),

it may also apply to freshwater systems (Suttle and

Harrison 1988), where mixotrophy is known to be an

important strategy among microorganisms (Sanders

1991). Eutrophic conditions such as eutrophic lakes or

marine upwelling regions may also be studied with our

model by adjusting the total nutrient content in the

system.

In mineral nutrient limited environments, phago-

trophic foraging can supply necessary mineral nutri-

ents in the form of prey particles, giving mixotrophs an

advantage over osmotrophic specialists. Whereas

mineral nutrient limitation and competition for min-

eral nutrients often occur in aquatic ecosystems, in

particular in pelagic environments, mixotrophs com-

peting for energetic carbon sources also occur in light-

limited environments (Jones 1997). When the envi-

ronment is light limited, obtaining energy (organic

carbon) through phagotrophic feeding may be crucial

and responsible for the survival of microalgae in the

Arctic winter (Zhang et al. 1998). Light-limitation is

not considered in our model and should be subject to

future studies. Hence, the present analysis relates to

oligotrophic but light replete environments such as the

ultraoligotrophic Eastern Mediterranean (Thingstad

et al. 2005a), the vast subtropical gyres (Hartmann

et al. 2012) or oligotrophic lakes (Suttle and Harrison

1988; Stockner and Shortreed 1989).

Conclusions

Recent findings of the dominant role of mixotrophs as

both primary producers and bacterivores in oligotrophic

gyres (Hartmann et al. 2012) stress the importance of

including mixotrophy in food web and large-scale

climate models. Ultimately, an increased system

understanding of aquatic microbial food webs and their

role in biogeochemical carbon cycling can only be

obtained when understanding the role and success of

mixotrophy. By using a highly resolved differential

equation-based model where organisms of different

foraging modes and a wide range of cell sizes interact,

we studied the coexistence of mixotrophs with foraging

specialists and how food web structures emerge from

different life strategies at the cellular level.

Unlike previous models, the high resolution in

foraging mode and cell size used here give an

understanding of the control of mixotrophic diversity

and size structure in microbial food webs that may be

applied to natural systems. Larger cells persist in

eutrophic environments, and mixotrophs are successful

in a wide range of settings in our model, capturing

known ecological trends. Particularly successful are

mixotrophs between 2 and 10 lm, reflecting naturally

abundant mixotrophic nanoflagellates (Unrein et al.

2007; Zubkov and Tarran 2008; Hartmann et al. 2012).

Also, predominantly osmotrophic mixotrophs often

dominate the microbial community in our model,

confirming previous modeling studies where primarily

autotrophic mixotrophs were most successful (Things-

tad et al. 1996; Crane and Grover 2010). We confirm

the prediction that large mixotrophs are successful

when nutrients are replete (Ward et al. 2011).

The emerging food web structure is highly sensitive

to SR and SW. These size-depending parameters

define a viable range of cell sizes for coexisting

populations and lead to a banding of the food web

structure in the size dimension. Furthermore, they

strongly influence the success of mixotrophs among

foraging specialists. Notably, mixotrophs outcompete

specialists most often when SR is sufficiently small

and when SW is large. The optimal foraging on prey of

one’s own size and a wider selection of suitable prey

sizes even when SR is large at large SW enhances an

efficient removal of direct competitors. Hence, simu-

lations of this study confirm that ‘eating your

competitor’ (Thingstad et al. 1996) is indeed a key

for the success of mixotrophs.
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Besides SR and SW, the foraging mode trade-off

significantly influences the food web structure, in

particular with respect to abundance and diversity of

mixotrophs. The fact that mixotrophs successfully

coexist with foraging specialists even at trade-off

parameters larger than one indicates that the benefits

of mixotrophic foraging may outweigh potential high

costs of maintaining two nutritional systems in nature.

On the other hand, success and diversity of mixotrophs

was largest in our model when s was smaller than one.

Closely matching the high abundance of mixotrophs in

different aquatic environments, these results at s\ 1

support the hypothesis that mixotrophy may come

with a ‘‘bonus’’ relative to specialized foraging.

The results of this study encourage further exper-

imental work and development of observational

techniques to improve measurements of the degree

of mixotrophy and trade-offs in natural microbial food

webs. This will be crucial for a more clear under-

standing of the prevalent success of mixotrophs and its

underlying physiological and environmental mecha-

nisms. Also, the study demonstrates that an insuffi-

cient resolution in cell size and foraging mode as well

as size-dependent model parameters can strongly bias

model dynamics, thus promoting an inclusion of

different cell sizes and foraging modes in future

biogeochemical modeling studies.
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